A book which does just what it says. Reading this book will improve how you put together and present talks, regardless of your level of experience. The style throughout is consistent, readable and easy to understand, which is surprising given the number of contributors.

One is taken through the basics of Powerpoint™, from slide design to image capture and manipulation. More advanced actions such as web publishing of slides are described. Poster design and teaching methods are also covered concisely.

The common sense advice on preparation, presentation technique, and how to present yourself at a meeting is invaluable to the inexperienced, and will offer areas for improvement for more experienced presenters.

Issues of ethics and consent relating to patient images and data in UK law are dealt with in a straightforward manner. There are also sections covering advanced techniques and shortcuts for those who present frequently and the more technologically aware amongst us!

Make sure you get an original copy, as the enclosed CD ROM includes exercises illustrating the techniques, describes with step by step instructions, has 20 novel slide templates and a trial version of Adobe® Photoshop Elements™.

I wish this book had been available earlier in my career. It allows a relative novice to prepare a professional presentation with the minimum of fuss. I find it an invaluable tool.
